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Figure 1: Left: Comparison of the proposed foveated rendering (upper-left) and the full-resolution rendering (lower-right). Right: As
illustrated in the close-ups of the rendered images, compared with hyperbolic fall-off [9], linear fall-off [35], and log-polar fall-off with
kernel functions [22], our method generally preserves sharper details on the peripheral regions with the same rendering budget.

A BSTRACT
With the speedy increase of display resolution and the demand for interactive frame rate, rendering acceleration is becoming more critical
for a wide range of virtual reality applications. Foveated rendering
addresses this challenge by rendering with a non-uniform resolution
for the display. Motivated by the non-linear optical lens equation,
we present rectangular mapping-based foveated rendering (RMFR),
a simple yet effective implementation of foveated rendering framework. RMFR supports varying level of foveation according to the
eccentricity and the scene complexity. Compared with traditional
foveated rendering methods, rectangular mapping-based foveated
rendering provides a superior level of perceived visual quality while
consuming minimal rendering cost.
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Rendering—Visibility; Human-centered computing—Visualization—Visualization design and evaluation methods
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I NTRODUCTION

Virtual reality provides an immersive experience for users and has
been applied to a variety of domains such as education, collaborative
design, and entertainment. However, delivering a high-quality visual
experience in real-time requires gigantic computational resources
beyond the recent improvements in the hardware and software systems for rendering, which prevents VR from being accepted by the
general public.
Foveated rendering manages a spatially varying pixel distribution
for the display in virtual reality and accelerates the rendering process
by leveraging the ocular limitations [37]. With the support of the
eye-tracking system, a foveated renderer dynamically renders the
foveal vision with higher quality and the peripheral vision with lower
quality, which makes space for the improvement of rendering speed
in 3D graphics.
The traditional image-mapping-based foveation system simplifies
the implementation of the foveated rendering system with a two-pass
pipeline, which naturally supports gradually-changing resolution
from the foveal region to the peripheral region. However, traditional
approaches such as the log-polar mapping method [22] and the
visual-polar mapping method [13] generate curved coarse pixels
in the peripheral region and obvious artifacts that are difficult to
mitigate in post-processing. Moreover, traditional image-mappingbased foveated rendering methods cannot fully utilize the space in
the frame buffer.
In this work, we propose the rectangular mapping-based foveated
rendering (RMFR) based on the deferred shading pipeline [4]. First,
we apply the rectangular mapping image transformation to the textures in the geometry buffer and save the transformed metadata into
a transformed geometry buffer. Second, we calculate the lighting

with the information stored in the transformed geometry buffer and
render the result to a reduced resolution buffer. Finally, we apply
the inverse rectangular mapping to the reduced resolution buffer and
render to the full-resolution screen.
Rectangular-based foveation system solves the problem of curved
artifacts by keeping the pixels rectangular during mapping and processing the horizontal and vertical fields independently, which significantly improves the visual effect of the rectangular mapping-based
foveation system. Moreover, the tolerances of content compression
along the horizontal and vertical field-of-view (FoV) are different for
most VR frames, decoupling the horizontal and vertical fields brings
more flexibility to the fine-tuning of the shading rates separately.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed pipeline, we
evaluate the image quality of RMFR against the state-of-the-art
foveated rendering methods with objectively and subjectively. For
objective evaluation, we apply multiple evaluation metrics, such as
foveated peak signal-to-noise ratio (FPSNR), FovVideoVDP [19]
and structural similarity (SSIM) to quantify the RMFR quality. For
subjective evaluation, we conduct user studies to show the proposed
method has the best average performance.
In summary, our contributions include
• designing the rectangular mapping-based foveated rendering
to enable a parameterized trade-off between rendering quality
and rendering speed for foveated rendering;
• providing maximized perceptual quality guarantee with adjustable decoupling foveation parameters;
• achieving minimal perceived loss of detail with 14.8% shading
samples by mapping the rectangular-transformation onto the
GPU.
We organize the rest of the paper as follows: Section 2 summarizes the development of foveated rendering. The proposed RMFR
technique and the its implementations are presented in Section 3.
Section 4 describes the user study. A comparison with state-of-theart using multiple evaluation metrics is presented in Section 5. We
discuss the advantages and limitations of the proposed framework in
Section 6. Finally, we conclude in Section 7.
2 R ELATED W ORK
Foveated rendering systems vary resolution or sampling rate across
the visual field based on visual factors such as visual acuity, luminance, and contrast. Various foveation systems have been used to
approximate the human visual field. We discuss the similarities and
differences among the different distributions.
Hyperbolic model. Guenter et al. [9] propose a visual acuity
model which models the acuity as a function of the reciprocal of the
eccentricity. This hyperbolic model serves as a good approximation
for visual acuity at low eccentricities, after which the acuity drops
more steeply. They render three image layers around the gaze point
at progressively higher eccentricity with lower sampling rate. The
three rendered layers with discrete sampling rates are combined with
bilinear upsampling. However, this method achieves the foveation
by repeatedly rendering the fovea region for 3 times, which lower
the efficiency of the rendering pipeline. Stengel et al. [30] extend
the hyperbolic model to incorporate the effect of smooth-pursuit eye
movements by linearly extending the foveal region according to the
gaze motion vector. To compensate for the missing pixels caused by
sparsely distributed shading samples on the periphery, pull-push [8]
interpolation is applied to create the full foveated image.
Inspired by the coarse pixel shading technique [33], Patney et
al. [26] decouple shading and visibility by quantizing shading rates
to a finite set of screen-aligned grids and implement foveated rendering by sampling coarse pixels in the peripheral vision. They

address temporal artifacts in foveated rendering by pre-filtering and
temporal anti-aliasing. Since human eyes are sensitive to edges with
high-contrast, contrast preservation is added to reduce the tunneling
effect. Swafford et al. [31] employ foveally selective ray casting
for 360° immersive virtual reality content, which renders with a
variant of multi-layer relief mapping [27]. Deng et al. [5] incorporate the human psychophysics of visual- and stereo-acuity into
an egocentric neural representation of 3D scenery. To achieve perceptually high-quality immersive interaction, they jointly optimize
the latency/performance and visual quality, while mutually bridging human perception and neural scene synthesis. Polychronakis et
al. [28] optimize the three-layer hyperbolic model [9] by devising a
piecewise probability model and applying it to foveated path tracing.
The hyperbolic model has proven to be accurate for the fovea
region with small eccentricity [9, 30]. However, the region beyond
30° eccentricity is rendered at a uniform, lower resolution, which
limits speedup potential through foveated rendering.
Polar-Space model. The excitation of the cortex can be approximated by a log-polar mapping of the eye’s retinal image [3].
Foveation effects could be achieved by mapping an image from the
Cartesian space to the log-polar space and project the image back
to the Cartesian space [2]. Meng et al. [22] present kernel foveated
rendering (KFR), which parameterizes foveated rendering by embedding polynomial kernel functions in the classic log-polar mapping.
Meng et al.implement a two-pass foveated rendering pipeline with
deferred shading. In the first pass, they perform the kernel log-polar
transformation for the G-buffer and render the result to a reduced
resolution buffer. In the second pass, the conduct the inverse kernel log-polar transformation for the reduced resolution buffer and
render to the full resolution screen. Koskela et al. [13] vary the
resolution smoothly by mapping the visual field to the polar space
and rendering uniformly in the polar space. Ray tracing methods
naturally allow for smooth non-uniform sampling in the screen space.
Liu et al. [18] propose a foveated rendering system that considers
additional visual factors including geometry, combined depth of
field (DOF)-retinal blur, and longitudinal chromatic aberration [10].
They convert the coordinates from screen space to polar space with a
scaling strategy and apply a stochastic sampling based on the DOF.
In this work, we propose the rectangular mapping-based foveated
rendering based on the deferred shading pipeline. By decoupling
the horizontal and vertical fields, we bring more flexibility to the
fine-tuning of shading rates separately and avoid the curved artifacts
introduced in the logarithmic image transformation.
Linear model. Weier et al. [36] propose varying the acuity linearly with the increase of eccentricity. By modeling a linear fall-off
foveation into the ray-tracing pipeline, the sampling probability reduces as the distance from the gaze point increases. Weier et al. [35]
use depth-of-field information to design a post-process anti-aliasing
technique. The depth-of-field effect that occurs when focusing on objects can be used as a low-pass filter to minimize the high-frequency
artifacts in the peripheral region.
Other models. Friston et al. [7] formulate a general pixel or ray
density function and propose a rasterization pipeline that transforms
images with customized rolling functions. Our method falls in this
line of research, but focuses on the decoupling of axes. Turson et
al. [32] study the resolution requirements at different eccentricities
as a function of luminance patterns and derive a low-cost predictor of the foveated rendering parameters. By analyzing the local
luminance contrast of the image, the computational cost of foveated
rendering improves significantly. Walton et al. [34] propose a realtime method to compute ventral metamers for the foveated rendering
of near-eye displays. First, the system analyzes the input image to
extract statistics. Then, it computes a feature pyramid comprising of
steerable filter responses on multiple scales and synthesizes a new
image by collapsing this pyramid.
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Figure 2: The pipeline of the rectangular mapping-based foveated rendering. We implement the foveated rendering with deferred shading. Instead
of shading with the G-buffer in Cartesian coordinates, we apply the rectangular mapping image transformation for the G-buffer and save the
transformed metadata into the transformed geometry buffer (TG-Buffer), we calculate the shading with the TG-Buffer and render to the reduced
resolution buffer (RS-Buffer). Finally, we calculate the inverse rectangular mapping of the RS-Buffer and render to the full-resolution screen.

Multi-Res Shading [24] takes the advantage of the lens distortion
property and splits the image into multiple viewports (e.g., 3 × 3
grid) with reduced sizes for the periphery to avoid over-shading
the edges of the image. Compared with Multi-Res Shading, our
method does not require customized hardware support and allows
for continuous non-uniform compression.
Variable Rate Shading [25] increases the rendering performance
and quality by varying the shading rate for different regions of the
frame. A scene can be shaded with a mixture of rates, including nonsquare footprints for foveation. Our method avoids specifying the
shading rate spatially and achieves a higher acceleration by shading
with coarser pixels on the periphery.
3

O UR A PPROACH

treat the original uniform rendering samples as the objects located
at do (shown in Figure 3 (a)). The new sample points, which are
treated as the images at di , can be calculated through Equation (2)
under different f (shown in Figure 3 (b)-(f))
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3.1

Re-distribution of Samples in a 1-D Space

Before introducing two-dimensional rectangular mapping-based image transformation, we start with the idea of shifting pixel distribution in one-dimensional space. Consider a spatial object point
imaged by a simple converging lens of focal length f . The object
distance and image distance from the center of the lens share a nonlinear relationship, given by the original thin lens equation. Image
distance di increases with object distance do ; however, the changing
rate of di is a non-linear function of both f and do as shown in
Equation (2).
Foveated rendering methods, in general, consider a non-uniform
distribution of rendering samples, as opposed to a uniform distribution in traditional rendering methods. We propose to leverage the
thin lens equation to obtain the non-uniform sample positions. We

(3)

As demonstrated in Figure 3 (b)-(f), the distribution of di focuses
more around the origin as f decreases. Suppose the fovea, left and
right edges of the display respectively locates at the origin, +1 and
−1, foveated effect can be achieved by distributing more samples
around the origin and fewer samples in the periphery, followed by
the inverse function to map samples back to regular space.
3.2

Figure 3: One-dimensional sampling map with different sampling
equations. (a) do is the original uniform sampling in [−1, 1]; (b) - (f)
f do
di = f −abs(d
with f = 5, f = 3, f = 2, f = 1.5 and f = 1.2, respectively.
o)

(2)

In this paper, we consider the case where do ∈ (0, f ) to ensure
the continuity and monotonicity of the mapping function. For mathematical convenience, we rewrite Equation (2) to Equation (3), as
it is more reasonable to map the negative samples to the negative
samples in rendering
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Rectangular Mapping Foveated Rendering Framework
Now we extend this idea to the two-dimensional Cartesian coordinates and introduce the complete rectangular mapping-based
foveated rendering framework.
Overview As shown in Figure 2, our algorithm could be implemented with the deferred shading pipeline, which performs a
lighting pass after generating the geometry buffers. The vertex
shader step and the fragment shader step remain the same for the traditional deferred shading pipeline and the foveated deferred shading
pipeline. In our design, we modify the lighting pass by introducing
the rectangular mapping and inverse rectangular mapping steps.
Rectangular-mapping of the Geometry Buffer For the fullresolution G-buffer of resolution W × H, we apply the rectangular
mapping image transformation and save the transformed metadata
into the transformed geometry buffer (TG-Buffer) of resolution
w × h. Given a foveal point (x̊, ẙ), each pixel in screen space with
Cartesian coordinates (x, y) is mapped to (x′ , y′ ), where
x′ = x − x̊,

y′ = y − ẙ.

For simplicity, we only list mapping equations for pixels with
x′ > 0 and y′ > 0. Rectangular mapping transforms the coordinates
(x′ , y′ ) in the G-buffer to (u, v) in the TG-buffer space via Equation
(4)


fx ·x′
 u = NX
· w · (1 − Wx̊ ) + Wx̊ · w,
fx +abs(x′ )
(4)
′

f
·y
y
 v = NY
· h · (1 − Hẙ ) + Hẙ · h,
f +abs(y′ )
y

where fx and fy respectively control the pixel distributions in the horizontal and the vertical axes, and NX (·) and NY (·) are normalization
functions for the X- and the Y-axis defined in Equation (5)
NX (x) =

x
fx ·(W −x̊)
fx +(W −x̊)

,

NY (y) =

y
fy ·(H−ẙ)
fy +(H−ẙ)

.

(5)

Equations for pixels with negative coordinates can be derived similarly.

3.3 Advantages of RMFR
3.3.1 Improving Rendering Quality by Decoupling
Images with more vertical patterns are found to be sensitive to
compression along the X-axis as shown in Figure 4, while those with
a more horizontal pattern are sensitive to compression along the Yaxis. We can take the advantage of this fact by allowing for a greater
X-axis foveation for the images with more horizontal patterns and a
greater Y-axis foveation for images with more vertical patterns.
We consider a foveated rendering as a non-uniform compression
of a full-resolution rendering. State-of-the-art polar-space foveated
rendering methods [9, 22, 36] and warping methods [7, 34] process
the pixels according to the distance to the gaze point; therefore these
methods are unable to adjust the level of compression for each axis
independently. In contrast, RMFR is able to process the horizontal
and vertical FoV at different foveation levels. By decoupling the
horizontal and vertical fields, RMFR allows more compression in a
specific axis.

Shading in the Reduced-resolution Buffer In the lighting
pass, a pixel shader computes the direct and indirect lighting at
each pixel using the information from TG-Buffer and renders the
result to a reduced-resolution buffer (RS-Buffer). Denote the ratio
between the width (height) of the screen and the width (height) of
H
the RS-Buffer and TG-Buffer by σ = W
w = h . The shading cost is
linear to the number of pixels to be shaded [13, 22]. The traditional
deferred shading pipeline shades W × H pixels, while the RMFR
pipeline shades w × h pixels. As a result, the theoretical speedup S
of RMFR in shading step is
(a1) Full-resolution

(a2) Foveated fx=0.1W fy=0.9H

(a3) Foveated fx=0.9W fy=0.1H

(b2) Foveated fx=0.1W fy=0.9H

(b3) Foveated fx=0.9W fy=0.1H

(c2) Foveated fx=0.1W fy=0.9H

(c3) Foveated fx=0.9W fy=0.1H

W ×H
S=
= σ 2.
w×h
Rendering to the Screen In the final pass, the renderer maps
the rendered scene in the RS-Buffer to the full-resolution screen,
which is exactly the inverse of the aforementioned process. Specifically, a pixel with coordinates (u, v) in the RS-Buffer is transformed
back to (x′′ , y′′ ) in Cartesian coordinates by Equation (6)

x′′ =

fx · NU (u)
,
fx − NU (u)

y′′ =

fy · NV (v)
,
fy − NV (v)

where NU (·) and NV (·) are defined in Equation (7)

u− Wx̊ ·w
f (W −x̊)

 NU (u) =
· f x+(W −x̊) ,
x̊

 NV (v) =

x
w(1− W )
v− Hẙ ·h
fy (H−ẙ)
·
.
h(1− Hẙ ) fy +(H−ẙ)

(6)
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Figure 4: (a) A 256 × 256 image with horizontal pattern and vertical
pattern; (b) the 256 × 32 compressed image of (a) with compression
only in the X-axis; (c) the 256 × 256 image recovered from (b). The
lower-right part with vertical pattern is sensitive to the compression in
the X-axis, while the upper-left part with horizontal pattern is not.

Figure 5: The comparison among different choices of fx and fy . The
image in the first row achieves high quality with smaller fx and larger
fy , indicating that the image allows more compression in the X-axis.
In contrast, the image in the second row allows more compression
in the Y-axis. For the image in the third row, the zoomed-in view with
red outline with achieves high quality with larger fx and the zoomed-in
view with green outline achieves high quality with larger fy , indicating
that the image has no axis preference.

We measure Foveated Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (FPSNR) [14,
29], Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural Similarity
(SSIM) for the foveated rendering images, as shown in Figure 5.
The images are rendered with compression parameter σ = 2.2 at a
resolution of 1440 × 1600. The results are shown in Figure 6.

For each scene, there exist parameters fx∗ and fy∗ with the highest
FPSNR. When fx < fx∗ , more pixels are distributed from the foveal
region to the peripheral region as fx increases. Therefore, peripheral quality in the X-axis improves and FPSNR increases with fx ,
whereas when fx ≥ fx∗ , FPSNR decreases with fx since the number
of samples around the fovea cannot meet the requirement of high
fovea quality. A similar pattern is also observed in fy .
As shown in the first row in Figure 5 (a), we have fx∗ = 0.2W and
fy∗ = 0.3H, which allows more compression in the X-axis. For the
image in the second row (b), we have fx∗ = 0.3W and fy∗ = 0.2H,
which allows more compression in the Y-axis. For the image in
the third row (c), we have fx∗ = 0.2W and fy∗ = 0.2H, indicating no
preference for either axis. Images such as (a) and (b) are said to be
“axis-preferred.”
For the rendered images, especially for the rendered images with
“axis-preference,” we bring more flexibility to the fine-tuning of the
shading rates separately and further improve the rendering quality by
choosing proper fx and fy . The improvement in peripheral quality
mitigates the effect of cybersickness [17].

adopting rectangular mapping with decoupled X-axis and Y-axis,
RMFR could use all the pixels in the RS-Buffer.
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Figure 7: Comparison of the artifacts between log-polar foveated
rendering (KFR) and rectangular mapping-based foveated rendering
(RMFR). Log-polar foveated rendering (upper) generates curved artifacts in (c) that are difficult to mitigate. By decoupling the X-axis and
Y-axis, RMFR (lower) shows a smoother foveation effect in (f). Examples of the correspondence regions are marked in different colors.
The frame buffers in the middle are of the same size. For KFR, the
parameters are set to σ = 2.6, α = 4. For RMFR, we set σ = 2.6 and
fx = 0.38W , fy = 0.38H.

In the next section, we describe user studies to find the optimized
parameters and validate that the images rendered with the proposed
algorithm are perceptually identical to the full-resolution rendering.

Figure 6: FPSNR, PSNR and SSIM plots of image (a), (b) and (c)
shown in Figure 5 for rectangular mapping-based foveated rendering
with W = 1440, H = 1600, σ = 2.2, 0 ≤ fx ≤ W and 0 ≤ fy ≤ H.

3.3.2

Robustness in Anti-aliasing

RMFR is more friendly to traditional anti-aliasing methods. In
the traditional log-polar mapping foveation system [22] and the
visual-polar mapping foveation system [13], the U-value of the
projected pixel position in the TG-Buffer is related to the distance
between the pixel position in the G-buffer and the fovea position.
As shown in Figure 7, log-polar foveated rendering (KFR) generates
aliasing-free result only for concentric circles pattern centered at
the fovea, which perfectly matches its mapping mechanism. For
all the other patterns, the curved pixel mapping of KFR leads to
curved artifacts, which causes obvious flashing effect that is difficult
to mitigate. Traditional anti-aliasing methods that use neighborhood
information could not handle the curved artifacts well with limited
kernel size. Instead, rectangular mapping based foveation system
keeps the pixels rectangular during mapping and processes the Xaxis and the Y-axis in the G-Buffer independently and makes it
possible to process the artifacts with the state-of-the-art anti-aliasing
approaches.
3.3.3

Utilizing the RS-Buffer Completely

As shown in Figure 7 (b), traditional polar-mapping foveation systems do not completely utilize the space in the RS-Buffer. By

4 U SER S TUDY
4.1 Apparatus
Our user study apparatus consists of a personal computer with an
Nvidia GTX 980 graphics card, an Intel Core i7-4790K CPU and
an HTC Vive Pro Eye head-mounted display. The Vive headset
is integrated with a 120 Hz infrared eye-tracking system and a
2880 × 1600 resolution screen (1440 × 1600 per eye). We use an
XBOX controller for the interaction between the participant and the
user study system. The user study took place in a quiet room.
As shown in Figure 8, the computer-generated environments
used for the user study consist of 3 scenes (Test Scenes (a), (b)
and (c)) from the Amazon Lumberyard Bistro [1] and Emerald City
Square [23] and 3 intentionally selected and modified corners (Test
Scenes (d), (e) and (f)) from above scenes to highlight certain “axispreference.” These scenes are rendered with the Unity game engine.
To ensure that the participants are familiar with the user study
system, we requested the participants to complete all the tasks as a
trial run and familiarize themselves fully with the interaction before
the formal tests.
4.2 Participants
12 (9 males and 3 females) participants were recruited for this study.
The participants aged from 21 to 32 (M=23.9, ST D=2.9) with normal
or corrected-to-normal vision. The participants had a variety of
education and professional background. None of the participants
was involved in this project prior to the user study.
4.3 Experimental Design and Task
4.3.1 Pilot Study: Estimation of the Sampling Distribution
Parameters
We conduct a pilot study to obtain a coarse estimate of the optimal
sampling distribution parameters fx∗ and fy∗ under human visual per-

ception, in which participants score the quality of foveated rendering
with different parameters fx and fy in a random sequence. In this
experiment, the compression parameter σ ranges from 2.2 to 2.8
with a step size of 0.3; and the sampling distribution parameters fx
and fy range from 0.05W (H) to 0.8W (H) with a step size of 0.25.
We conduct the test on 6 scenes with 48 trials each, 288 tests in total.
For scene m with σi , we present the participant two frames: (1)
the full-resolution rendering; and (2) the foveated rendering with
(σi , fx , fy ), where fx , fy are selected from the shuffled parameter
array. The two frames are presented in a random order for 2 seconds
each and are separated by a black-screen interval of 0.75 second.
Then, we ask the participant to score the difference between the
two frames they observed. The score S(m, σi , fx , fy ) contains three
confidence levels: 3 represents perceptually identical; 2 represents
minimal perceptual difference; and 1 represents significant perceptual difference. Average score is computed for all the foveation
parameter σ for scene m.

+

+

+
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(b)

(c)
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+

+
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Figure 8: The computer-generated environments used for user study.
The red crosses show the gaze points for each scene.

4.3.2 Main Study: Estimation of Compression Parameter
In the main experiment, participants score the quality of foveated
rendering with different parameters σ in a random sequence. For
scene m, we present the participant with two frames: (1) the fullresolution rendering; and (2) the foveated rendering with (σ , fx∗ , fy∗ ),
where σ is selected from the shuffled parameter ranging from 1.4
to 2.8 with a step size of 0.2, and ( fx∗ , fy∗ ) is the best parameter
combination inferred from the result of Section 4.3.1.
The two frames are presented in a random order and participants
are asked to score the difference analogously to that in Section 4.3.1.
When the process is finished, we calculate the average score of all
the trials for scene m with foveation parameter σ , and compute the
average score for each single σ . The test is conducted on 6 scenes
with 8 trials each, 48 tests in total.
4.3.3 Comparison Study: Comparison between the Proposed Method and Other Methods
To demonstrate the strength of the proposed method, we conduct a
two-alternative-force-choice (2AFC) experiment. In each trial, we
present the participants with a random pair of frames, one of which
is generated by the proposed method and the other is generated by a
different foveated rendering method or full resolution ground truth.
The two frames are presented in a random order in a similar way
to that in Section 4.3.1. The participants are asked to vote for the
image with better visual quality in each round. At the end of the
experiment, we analyze the choices of all the trials to assess the
preference of the proposed method.
In our experiment, three other methods and the full-resolution
ground truth are compared with the proposed method. We conduct

the test on 6 scenes with 4 trials each (compare the proposed method
with three other methods and the full-resolution ground truth), 24
tests in total.
4.3.4 Controlling for Lack of Attention and Exhaustion
In our main study, we adapt a similar checking of attention and
exhaustion as that in Meng et al. [21]. 30% of the trials are selected
as validation trials in the main study to ensure the validity of the
data. In the comparison between the tested images and the reference
images, we presented the participants with identical full-resolution
images as a validation. If the participant declared these validation
trials as not identical (score ̸= 3), we would ask the participant to
pause and take a break for at least 30 seconds, and then continue the
user study. Meanwhile, we would record this choice as an error. If
error ≥ 3 in the random tests, we would terminate the user study
and discard the data of this participant.
Test Scene (a)

Test Scene (b)

Test Scene (c)

Test Scene (d)

Test Scene (e)

Test Scene (f)

Figure 9: Averaged perceptual score as a function of fx and fy for each
test scene in Figure 8, where white stars indicate fx∗ and fx∗ . fx and
fY range from 0.0H (W) to 0.8H (W). Red indicates high perceptual
score while blue indicates low. We find consensus “axis-preference”
among most participants.

4.4 Results
4.4.1 Estimation of the Sampling Distribution Parameter
After the pilot study, for every participant k, we average the perceptual scores Sk (m, σi , fx , fy ) across σi and denote the results by
Sk (m, fx , fy ). We find similarity and consensus preferred “hotspots”
among most participants, so we further average Sk (m, fx , fy ) across
participants (denoted by S(m, fx , fy )). The smoothed S(m, fx , fy ) of
each scene across the fx and fy grid is shown in Figure 9, which
suggests that different scenes have different hotspots for fx and fy .

Figure 10: The averaged score for each σ across all participants and
scenes, where the red dotted line indicates the score threshold of 2.0.
The averaged score decreases with σ as expected.

We provide a short remark on the determination of fx∗ and fy∗ for
each test scene. For test scenes (b), (c) and (e) as shown in Figure 9,

the optimal fx∗ is small and fy∗ is relatively large. The result matches
our experimental results in Section 3.3 that the images with more
flat tilted lines tolerate horizontal compression and allows for more
compression in the periphery along the X-axis with small fx∗ . On
the Y-axis, fy∗ is relatively large as small fy may cause obvious
artifacts. For test scene (f), the tilted lines are steep, which implies
a smaller fy∗ as opposed to the previous situation. For test scenes
(a) and (d), the high-frequency details are primarily distributed in
the foveal region, and the scene complexity of the periphery region
is low, which leads to small fx∗ and fy∗ in Figure 9 and more valid
shading effort in the central region.
4.4.2

Estimation of the Compression Parameter σ

We calculate the average score for each σ across all participants and
scenes to estimate the overall optimal σ that is applicable to more
general cases, which is shown in in Figure 10. Since the sizes of
the TG-Buffer and the RS-Buffer becomes small with a larger σ ,
the number of pixels to be shaded also decreases. As a result, the
visual quality of the final rendering results degrades as σ increases.
To achieve the maximum acceleration rate with acceptable visual
quality, we set a score threshold of 2, at which the users consider
the quality level of the rendering results marginally different from
the ground truth. We find that σ = 2.6 is the largest σ that keeps the
score above the threshold.
5
5.1

C OMPARISON
Evaluation Methods and Error Metrics

Since our approach aims at real-time foveated rendering, we focus on comparing the proposed method against existing real-time
foveated rendering methods. Specifically, we report the results from
the hyperbolic fall-off foveation system [9], linear fall-off foveation
system [36], log polar-mapping foveation system with polynomial
kernel functions [22], and the proposed rectangular mapping-based
foveation system. To conduct an apple-to-apple comparison, we
tuned the parameters of the state-of-the-art methods to fix the theoretical speedup across all methods in the following experiments.
Then we compare the visual quality of different foveation models.
For the linear fall-off foveation system [36], we utilize the linear
resolution fall-off equation with parameters proposed by the authors,
i.e., set the eccentricity threshold for the fovea region r1 = 10°,
the eccentricity threshold for the middle region r2 = 20°, and the
minimum sampling rate pmin = 0.047.
The parameters for the original hyperbolic-off foveation system [9] are determined by a user study with desktop setups. Since
we care more about the VR setups, we adopt the same eccentricity
threshold as that in the linear fall-off foveation system [36], and
apply the resolution parameters proposed by the authors, i.e., set
sampling factor (pixel size) for the inner layer s1 = 1, sampling
factor (pixel size) for the middle layer s2 = 2, and sampling factor
(pixel size) for the outer layer s3 = 12.35.
For the log polar-mapping foveation system [22], we apply the
parameters proposed by the authors, i.e., set screen-framebuffer-ratio
parameter σ = 2.6 and kernel function parameter α = 4.0.
The approximated analytical pixel density is shown in Figure 11,
where we plot the resolution factor as a function of distance from
the center of the visual field. The mean pixel density is fixed for
all methods so the theoretical speedup are the same. For the hyperbolic fall-off model, the inner-, middle-, and outer-layer use three
different resolutions and the three layers are blended as the final
result. For the linear fall-off model, the inner- and outer-layer use
fixed resolutions. The resolution of the middle-layer decreases with
the eccentricity. For log-polar fall-off model with polynomial kernel functions, the shading pixels concentrate at the fovea and the
pixel density decreases steeply with the increase of eccentricity. For
RMFR, we improve the overall visual effect by applying a higher
and smoothly-changing pixel density for the peripheral region.

Figure 11: Analytical model of pixel density as a function of distance
to the visual center of (a) hyperbolic fall-off; (b) linear fall-off; (c) logpolar fall-off; and (d) rectangular mapping-based foveated rendering
(proposed). The X- and Y-axis are the width and height of the image
with aspect ratio = 1440 : 1600. The Z-axis denotes the pixel density.
For RMFR, we keep sufficient samples for the fovea and improve the
overall visual effect by applying a higher and smoothly-changing pixel
density for the peripheral region.

5.2

Subjective Evaluation

As described in Section 4.3.3, we conduct a 2AFC experiment to
compare the proposed RMFR method and other methods. The result
is shown in Table 2.
First, we observed close-to-random-guess among trials that compare full resolution ground truth and the proposed RMFR method
(48.6% voted for RMFR, p > 0.05 in binomial test shows no significant difference). Meanwhile, a significantly higher ratio of voting
for the proposed method over other three method was observed. As
for comparison with Hyperbolic Fall-off, the vote ratio for RMFR is
68.1% with p < 0.01(∗∗) in binomial test. The preference toward
RMFR against Linear Fall-off method is 65.3% with p < 0.01(∗∗)
in binomial test. In 69.4% cases, users voted for RMFR against
Log-Polar Fall-off with significant difference p < 0.001(∗ ∗ ∗).

5.3
5.3.1

Objective Evaluation
Qualitative Evaluation

We show the visual effect of different foveation methods at
1440 × 1600 resolution in Figure 1 (for scene Amazon Lumberyard
Bistro [1]). The images on the upper-left show our visual effect with
fovea at the center of the screen, and the images on the lower-right
show the full-resolution rendering. Our method generally performs
better at preserving the peripheral regions with details, as illustrated
in the close-ups on the right of the rendered images. The first
zoomed-in views (red) shows the image quality for the fovea regions.
All foveated rendering methods render the fovea region with high
visual quality. The second and the third zoomed-in views (yellow
and blue, respectively) show the image quality of the peripheral
regions. The rectangular-based foveated rendering renders the fovea
regions with good visual quality and preserves better detail for the
peripheral regions. Detailed comparisons of the proposed method
with the state-of-the-art are available in the supplementary materials.

Table 1: A comparison of FPSNR (col 2 - col 5), PSNR (col 6 - col 9), SSIM (col 10 - col 13), and FovVideoVDP [20] (col 14 - col 17) to evaluate the
hyperbolic fall-off foveation system [9], linear fall-off foveation system [36], log polar-mapping foveation system with polynomial kernel functions [22],
and the rectangular mapping-based foveation system (RMFR) implementations on Open Research Content Archive scenes [1,6,23]. The averaged
value is measured over the 6 scenes. Rectangular mapping-based foveated rendering (proposed) generally provides the best rendering quality.
Metric
Method
Average
Bistro Exterior 1
Bistro Exterior 2
Bistro Interior 1
Bistro Interior 2
City 1
City 2

Hyp
27.36
23.69
24.43
33.05
32.40
27.35
23.23

FPSNR↑
Lin
KFR
25.73
25.82
21.63
22.39
22.94
23.45
30.53
31.36
30.79
30.30
26.13
25.64
22.36
21.81

Method
RMFR v. Hyperbolic
RMFR v. Linear
RMFR v. Log-polar
RMFR v. Full-Res

RMFR
28.89
24.99
25.17
35.42
34.47
29.33
23.99

Hyp
26.96
23.88
23.72
32.90
32.07
26.19
22.98

PSNR↑
Lin
KFR
25.28
25.99
21.99
23.29
22.16
22.66
30.61
31.52
30.34
30.78
25.05
25.60
21.53
22.08

RMFR
27.95
23.76
23.74
34.21
34.52
27.78
23.68

Hyp
0.87
0.83
0.80
0.95
0.95
0.91
0.79

Lin
0.86
0.82
0.78
0.95
0.95
0.90
0.78

SSIM↑
KFR
0.87
0.83
0.79
0.95
0.95
0.90
0.78

RMFR
0.89
0.85
0.82
0.97
0.97
0.93
0.82

Hyp
7.37
7.64
6.65
8.17
7.71
7.43
6.61

FVVDP↑
Lin
KFR
6.38
7.46
6.65
7.79
5.39
6.74
7.35
8.05
6.82
7.80
6.53
7.62
5.57
6.75

RMFR
8.12
7.76
7.25
8.84
8.64
8.29
7.94

Vote Ratio
68.1%
65.3%
69.4%
48.6%

Table 2: Comparison of the RMFR method and other methods with a
2AFC experiment. Compared with hyperbolic fall-off, linear fall-off, and
log-polar fall-off with polynomial kernel functions, participants show
preference to our method. We also observed close-to-random-guess
among trials that compare full-res rendering and RMFR.

(a) Untextured Rotating Rod

Test
a

5.3.2 Quantitative Evaluation
We evaluate the average image quality of the whole frame with Peak
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural Similarity (SSIM).
The foveation quality is assessed by Foveated Peak Signal-to-Noise
Ratio (FPSNR) [14, 29] and FovVideoVDP [20].
The FPSNR, PSNR, SSIM and FovVideoVDP values of different
foveated rendering systems are shown in Table 1. Compared to the
hyperbolic fall off foveation system [9], linear fall-off foveation system [36], and log polar-mapping foveation system [22], the proposed
rectangular mapping-based foveated rendering (RMFR) generally
provides the best rendering quality.
6 D ISCUSSION
6.1 Quality and Speedup
To show that the RMFR is applicable to diversified VR environments
with different image patterns, we rotation textured patterns in Figure 12 for 180 ° with a step size of 10 °. We calculate FPSNR and
FovVideoVDP scores at each step using the four foveation methods
with the same compression scale. RMFR generates the highest score
with the optimal parameters at each rotation step. The averaged
metrics for each method are shown in Figure 12.
For image-mapping-based foveated rendering framework, the
theoretical speedup of lighting S is linear in the squared ratio between
the size of the screen and the size of the interior buffer (S ∝ σ 2 ).
We implement the RMFR on an Nvidia GTX980 graphics card with
σ = 2.6 using the deferred shading pipeline. We report the rendering
time comparison between the full-resolution rendering and RMFR
in Table 3. RMFR reduces the frame time by 45.46%, and achieves
a speedup of 1.83× with a 2880 × 1600 resolution.
6.2 Limitations and Future Work
We notice a gap between the fx∗ , fy∗ estimated by the user study
(subjective) and those by FPSNR (objective). Since RMFR generally
provides better subjective and objective performance as illustrated in
Section 5, we envision that RMFR provides better visual experience
for the VR users.
We leave the efficient automatic estimation of fx∗ and fy∗ as future
work. Further research may investigate integrating the subjective
visual acuity with contrast, saliency [11, 15], and LCA [10, 18] to

b
c

Metric
FPSNR
FVVDP
FPSNR
FVVDP
FPSNR
FVVDP

(b) Textured Rotating Rod

RMFR
35.90
9.56
23.98
8.42
29.87
8.90

Log-polar
34.49
9.49
19.33
7.29
26.94
8.35

(c) Rotating Texture

Hyperbolic
30.65
8.91
19.11
6.88
26.26
8.31

Linear
27.99
8.32
15.85
5.40
22.89
7.42

Figure 12: Top: the snapshots of rotating patterns (a), (b), and (c)
used to measure foveation artifacts. Bottom: the average scores of
FPSNR and FovVideoVDP for RMFR and other methods with σ = 2.6
for (a), (b), and (c).

Procedure
Depth Pass
Shadow Pass
Defer Pass
Skybox
Shading/Pass1
Pass2
TAA
Total GPU Time

Timing (ms)
Full-resolution RMFR(Proposed)
1.22
1.34
5.27
4.98
4.13
4.85
0.08
0.03
14.63
2.04
/
0.20
0.87
0.85
26.2
14.29

Table 3: Rendering time comparison between the full-resolution rendering and RMFR at 2880 × 1600 with σ = 2.6, broken down by steps.

estimate the sampling distribution parameters, and mitigate the gap
between the subjective evaluation and the objective evaluation.
7 C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we present rectangular mapping-based foveated rendering, which achieves a significant speed-up by rendering the scene
in the foveated frame buffer. RMFR outperforms state-of-the-art
real-time foveated rendering approaches in visual quality while
maintaining minimal rendering cost. Our approach could be easily
integrated into the current rasterization rendering pipeline. We also
envision that RMFR would be beneficial for streaming networked
VR applications [12, 16].
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